A space-time calculus based on a single null direction is developed. The fundamental objects are totally symmetric spinors formed from the Ricci rotation coe cients together with four new di erential operators which only depend upon the choice of o A up to a complex scaling. The formalism combines features of the GHP formalism with those of one which is invariant under null rotations. Einstein's equations and the full Bianchi identities are given in this new formalism.
Introduction
Certain physical problems in general relativity are often best described by using a formalism adapted to the geometry of the particular situation. For example the Geroch-Held-Penrose (GHP) formalism (Geroch, Held & Penrose 1973) or compacted spin-coe cient formalism (Penrose and Rindler 1984) best describe the geometry of a null 2-surface S where one can choose`a and n a to point along the null normals of S and the real and imaginary parts of m a are tangent to S . The remaining gauge freedom in the choice of tetrad is the 2-dimensional subgroup of the Lorentz group representing a boost in the normal directions and a rotation in the tangential directions. In terms of spinors this is equivalent to the rescaling o A 7 ! o A A 7 ! ?1 A
The GHP formalism works with those Ricci rotation coe cients which simply rescale under (1) and combines the others with directional derivatives to form new operators g, g 0 , I o and I o 0 which also just rescale under (1). Recently a new formalism has been introduced in which the generalised spin coe cients and di erential operators transform in a simple way under a null rotation (Machado Ramos & Vickers 1995) . In terms of spinors a null rotation is given by o A 7 ! o A A 7 ! A + ao A
where a is an arbitrary complex scalar eld. The resulting formalism uses spinors formed from the Ricci rotation coe cients whose components transform covariantly under null rotations, and four new di erential operators which are formed from the directional derivatives and the remaining Ricci rotation coe cients which transform`badly' under null rotations. These operators act on totally symmetric spinors and produce totally symmetric spinors (of higher valence) and when applied to a spinor whose components transform covariantly under null rotations produce one whose components also transform covariantly. Because only totally symmetric spinors are used there is no need to explicitly use indices in any of the equations.
In this paper we are interested in developing a formalism which only depends upon the choice of a single null direction,`a . If we choose the agpole of the spinor o A to point in this null direction then o A is determined up to rescalings o A 7 ! o A where is a complex nowhere vanishing scalar eld (and the magnitude as well as the direction of`a is xed if we require j j = 1). The other spinor in the spin frame is arbitrary so for convenience we normalise it so that o A A = 1, although it would not be hard to generalise the formalism to allow o A A = as one has in the compacted spin coe cient formalism. Thus specifying a single null direction is equivalent to specifying a spin frame up to the gauge freedom o A 7 ! o A A 7 ! ?1 A + ao A
which can be thought of as a rescaling of the spinor dyad followed by a null rotation or vice-versa. It is therefore not surprising that the resulting formalism combines features of the GHP and null rotation invariant formalisms. We will use the null rotation invariant formalism as our starting point. In x2 we nd that the generalised spin coe cients K , R, S and T transform well under (3) but that the others transform badly. However the ones that transform badly may be combined with the di erential operators D, , and to form new operators I o I o I o , I o I o I o 0 , g g g and g g g 0 in the same way that the GHP operators I o , I o 0 , g and g 0 are constructed from the Newman-Penrose (NP) operators D, , and . As in the null rotation invariant formalism the new operators are distinguished by being written in bold type, and act on symmetric spinors producing new symmetric spinors of higher valence. The Ricci equations and commutator equations for these new operators are easily obtained and may be written in an index free notation. These equations are equivalent to the Einstein equations. The full and vacuum Bianchi identities are also easily obtained in this new formalism.
A formalism in which a single spinor is speci ed up to rescaling has also been given by Penrose. However although it is good for describing the geometry of null hypersurfaces, where it is natural to choose o A in such a way that = 0, it is not so convenient to give the Einstein equations and Bianchi identities in terms of his formalism. An important application of our present formalism which needs this is the Karlhede classi cation of type N spacetimes, the details of which will be given elsewhere (Machado Ramos & Vickers 1995) . In x3 we examine the relationship between Penrose's formalism and that of the present paper.
In what follows we shall adopt the convention that lower case Latin indices run from 0 to 4. Upper case Latin indices will be spinor indices which run from 0 to 1. The abstract index convention will be used to enable us to write equations such as AA 0 = a . Boldface indices as in A will be used to denote the scalar eld obtained by contracting the spinor eld A with an element of the the spin has weight fp; qg. We will also apply this idea to type (N; N 0 )-spinor elds which will be said to have weight fp; qg if they rescale according to 
while the other spin coe cients in (6)- (13) T : f2; 0g
As might be expected the null rotation invariant di erential operators D, , and do not produce objects with a well de ned spin and boost weight when acting on a totally symmetric spin and boost weighted spinor eld, but just as in the GHP case they can be combined with the generalised spin coe cients A, B , G and E which transform badly under (3) to produce new derivative operators 
Since every term in the above expression is a totally symmetric spinor the order of the indices does not matter and we may introduce the compact notation of (Machado Ramos & Vickers 1995) and write this equation as
Note that to obtain an expression with indices from one in the compact form one multiplies the terms in the sum by appropriate factors of o's and o's to make every term in the sum a spinor of the same type (so that the indices balance) and then symmetrise over the primed and unprimed indices.
In a similar way we may de ne the operator g g g which acts on a type (N; N 0 )-spinor of weight fp; qg to produce a type (N + 1; N 0 + 2)-spinor of weight fp + 2; q + 1g. In compact notation g g g is given by
The operator g g g 0 acts on a type (N; N 0 )-spinor of weight fp; qg to produce a type (N +2; N 0 +1)-spinor of weight fp+1; q+2g. In compact notation g g g 0 is given by 
Note that one can take the complex conjugate of these equations but there are no primed versions since such equations would involve derivatives of spin coe cients which transform badly under the null rotation part of (3). We next consider the commutator equations. A rather long but straightforward calculation shows that these are given by The operators that we have de ned are more general since they make no assumptions about the choice of o A . Furthermore in order to be able to introduce a compact index free notation our operators act on totally symmetric spinors and produce totally symmetric spinors. However in situations where o A is chosen so that vanishes, our operators are closely related to those of Penrose. Since both sets of operators obey the Leibnitz property it is enough to give the relationship between the operators when acting on scalars and spinors with a single index.
We 
The relationship between the various de nitions for edth and thorn can be 
which is just proportional to the sectional curvature in the m^ m direction. Suppose now that A is chosen so that the real and imaginary parts of m a are tangent to a two surface S and applies the commutator of the GHP operators g and g 0 to the weight f1; ?1g scalar eld = A A then one obtains (gg 0 ? g 0 g) = R (92) where R is the Gaussian curvature of S . Thus the new commutator involves the projection of the spacetime curvature into S rather than the curvature of the projected connection as is the case with the GHP formalism. This is not surprising when one considers that the induced connection depends upon the choice of A in a non-trivial way and hence the curvature of the connection does not transform at all nicely under null rotations. On the other hand our new formalism has been designed so that the components transform covariantly under null rotations. Indeed the di erence between the projection of the spacetime curvature and the curvature of the projected connection consists of spin coe cients which transform badly. This explains why our commutators appear somewhat simpler than the GHP commutators since the terms that transform badly under null rotations have been incorporated into our di erential operators. Of course a price must be paid in the correspondingly more complicated de nitions of the new operators.
However as already noted above a general vector in N (rather than in S ) is determined by the weight f0; ?1g spinor eld rather than the weight f2; ?1g spinor eld . Applying our commutator to gives f( 2 ? 11 ? ) ? ( 2 ? 11 ? )g (93) and involves terms representing the extrinsic curvature of S which arise due to the`a component in v a normal to S . Thus the complex curvature (2; 1)-spinor 2 ? 11 ? plays the same role in this formalism as the term K = 0 ? 0 ? 2 + 11 + does in the GHP formalism.
